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What is it?
Benchmarks analysis is a simpler or “poor 

man’s” version of data mining.
Represents a “acceptable” borrower in a 

specific segment.
Basis for comparison with other borrowers 

in the segment.



Risk and Uncertainty
The 5-year strategic business plan typically 

reflects a “point” forecast of performance.
Loan repayment capacity is affected by such 

random variables as commodity prices, unit 
input costs, weather and disease.
Prudent planning requires an assessment of 

alternative scenarios with a realistic probability 
of occurrence.
Typical approach used by FCS entities is to 

create and simulate “benchmark” borrowers.



Farm type

Location

Loan class

Simulation Tree for Benchmark Farms

Entity size

Wheat Apples
Dairy Forest products
Beef cattle     Hay
Rice Sugar beets
Other
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Location

Loan class

Simulation Tree for Benchmark Farms

Entity size

Washington
Oregon
Idaho
Montana
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Location

Loan class

Simulation Tree for Benchmark Farms

Entity size

Acceptable
Special mention
Substandard
Doubtful
Loss



Farm type

Location

Loan class

Simulation Tree for Benchmark Farms

Entity size

< 100,000
>100,000 and > 250,000
>250,000 and > 500,000
>500,000 and > 1,000,000
> 1,000,000



Farm type

Location

Loan class

Simulation Tree for Benchmark Farms

Entity size

Wheat

SE Washington

Acceptable

> 1,000,000

Step #1: Create query



Development Approach
1. We can use information gathered when 

conducting cash flow analysis at the time of 
loan application (i.e., hectares planted).

2. We can also available cost of production 
budgets updated to reflect current unit costs.

3. Develop a spreadsheet capable of simulating 
all the benchmark farms in a particular location.

4. Link the benchmark worksheets to a simulation 
design worksheet complete with macros.



Stress Test Design



Forecast Approaches
Three year average price, unit costs and 

yields - approach currently used in FCA 
cash flow analysis.
Olympic average to remove highs and 

lows over previous 5-year period.
Available outlook projections.
Trend analysis.
Econometric analysis.



Simulation Design
1. Revenue = prices x yields x hectares
2. Costs = unit costs per hectare x hectares
3. Random variables include prices, yields and 

unit costs.
4. Stress test random variables with adverse 

deviations.
5. Compare baseline scenario (forecasted values) 

performance indicators with those from 
alternative scenarios reflecting adverse 
deviations from historical trends.
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Loan and Lease Portfolio

Marz: Ararat
Share of Total

Nth Marz
Share of Total

Segment Stress Testing

The first step is to divide the loan and lease 
portfolio into segments. Each segment 
represents a key characteristic of borrowers 
comprising the portfolio.  For example, 
segment #1 might be all loans or leases in the 
Ararat marz.



Loan and Lease Portfolio

Marz: Ararat
Share of Total

Crop: Tomato
Share of Total

Nth Marz
Share of Total

Nth Crop
Share of Total

Segment Stress Testing

To learn more about the performance of the 
portfolio, one can further disaggregate all loans 
and leases in Ararat where the primary crop is 
tomatoes.



Loan and Lease Portfolio

Marz: Ararat
Share of Total

Crop: Tomato
Share of Total

Nth Marz
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Benchmark
Model 1.1

Segment Stress Testing

The average borrower is then used as a 
representative or “benchmark” operation. 
Its financial position should be compared 
to the lender’s credit standards.



Loan and Lease Portfolio

Marz: Ararat
51 percent

Crop: Tomato
30 percent

Nth Marz
Share of Total

Nth Crop
Share of Total

Benchmark
Model #1.1

Segment Stress Testing

This benchmark represents the 
performance of borrowers in Ararat 
whose primary commodity is 
tomatoes.



Benchmark
Model #1.1

Segment Stress Testing
Most likely scenario:
-Commodity prices
-Input costs
-Yields and disease

Option #1:
A generalized whole firm simulation model shell can 
be developed for a set of benchmark operations in 
each marz. Once in place, any updates focus almost 
entirely on the pro forma data base containing 
alternative trends. All benchmarks can be run 
simultaneously for both the “most likely” scenario 
and one or more adverse scenarios.

Pessimistic scenarios:
-Commodity prices
-Input costs
-Yields and disease



Segment Stress Testing

Measure of 
liquidity

Measure of
solvency

Measure of
efficiency

Measure of
profitability

Measure of
debt coverage

Benchmark
Model #1.1

Most likely scenario:
-Commodity prices
-Input costs
-Yields and disease

Pessimistic scenarios:
-Commodity prices
-Input costs
-Yields and disease

Option #1:
The model would generate annual trends in key 
financial indicators for each benchmark over a five-year 
interval. 



Segment Stress Testing

Measure of 
liquidity

Measure of
solvency

Measure of
efficiency

Measure of
profitability

Measure of
debt coverage

FCArmenia
Credit Standards

Benchmark
Model #1.1

Most likely scenario:
-Commodity prices
-Input costs
-Yields and disease

Pessimistic scenarios:
-Commodity prices
-Input costs
-Yields and disease

Option #1 continued:
These indicators would then be compared to the 
thresholds established for the lender’s credit standards.



Segment Stress Testing

Measure of 
liquidity

Measure of
solvency

Measure of
efficiency

Measure of
profitability

Measure of
debt coverage

FCArmenia
Credit Standards

Potential Adverse Migration ?

Follow up action
If yes

Benchmark
Model #1.1

Most likely scenario:
-Commodity prices
-Input costs
-Yields and disease

Pessimistic scenarios:
-Commodity prices
-Input costs
-Yields and disease



Let’s Look at an 
Example



Case Example
Primary commodity is tomatoes.
Other commodities grown are onions and 

cucumbers.
Loan for new irrigation equipment.
13 total hectares planted.
Current ratio when loan made = 1.25
Loan-to-collateral value of assets = 0.35
Use available production budgets.



Two random
variables

Costs can 
also be 

treated as 
random 

variables.
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random 
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Two random
variables



Costs can 
also be 

treated as 
random 

variables.

Two random
variables



Financial Indicators
Assume the benchmark borrower had a current ratio (CR) of 1.25 and a 
debt-to-collateral value (D/CV) was 0.35 at the time the loan was made.

The net cash income (EBIT) per hectare where shown on the previous slides 
to be $2,082 for tomatoes, $3,852 for cucumbers and $4,288 for onions.

The variable expense ratio, a measure of operation efficiency, was 0.58 or 
58% for tomatoes, 0.44 or 44 % for cucumbers and 0.35 or 35% for onions. 
This excludes interest and all fixed costs.

Assume the benchmark borrower operates 13 hectares and normally 
withdraws $15,000 for family living expenses.  Further assume that the 
scheduled principal plus interest expense this year is $8,905.  Given this set 
of assumptions, the term debt and capital lease coverage ratio (TFCLC) 
would be 2.25.
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My assumptions about 
credit standards



Loan/Borrower Classification

Accept-
able

Special
Mention

Sub-
standard Doubtful Loss

Loan Classification Scheme

One approach would be to tie the calculated Term Debt and Capital 
Lease Coverage Ratio (TDCLC) to each of these classes when doing 
stress testing.  For example:
Acceptable = TDCLC  1.25
Special mention = 1.10  TDCLC < 1.25
Substandard = 1.00  TDCLC < 1.10  (CR < 1.10 and D/CV > 0.75)
Doubtful = 0.90 < TDCLC < 1.00  (CR < 1.05 and 0.75 < D/CV  0.80)
Loss = TDCLC < 0.90  (CR < 1.00 and D/CV  0.80)

You can also consider the borrower’s present liquidity (CR) and debt 
to collateral value (D/CV) when classifying loans below the Special 
mention category.
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Segment Stress Testing

Measure of 
liquidity

Measure of
solvency

Measure of
efficiency

Measure of
profitability

Measure of
debt coverage

Benchmark
Model #1.1

Most likely scenario:
-Commodity prices
-Input costs
-Yields and disease

Pessimistic scenarios:
-Commodity prices
-Input costs
-Yields and disease

1.25                   .35            $35,019               .523                   2.25

Thus we would conclude based on the loan classification 
thresholds on the previous slide that this benchmark borrower 
would be considered a “acceptable” loan.



Let’s Look at the 
Model and Do Some 

Stress Testing



Impact of Stress on EBIT
Crop Baseline 10510 5 510 5510 15510

Tomato $2,982 $1,526 $1,785 $1,316 $1,267

Cucumber $3,852 $3,197 $3,549 $2,912 $2,844

Onion $4,288 $3,697 $4,042 $3,418 $3,352

TDCLC ratio 2.25 1.41 1.82 1.07 0.99

The column headings represent the percentage change in yields, prices 
and costs, respectively. The baseline scenario reflects no shocks to 
yields, prices and costs.  The last row represents the term debt and capital 
lease coverage ratio, or the ability of the borrower to cover scheduled term 
debt and capital lease payments after withdrawals for family living 
expenses.
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Use of Benchmarks
Evaluate all farms falling below benchmark 

borrower under baseline scenario.
Evaluate the impacts of adverse scenarios on 

the benchmark borrowers based on the 
assumption that they are representative of a 
particular segment.  This is an alternative to data 
mining simulation. 
This can be done by examining the effects of 

potential adverse trends in key random variables 
(i.e., commodity prices, yields per hectare and 
costs of production).


